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For years, Oregon artist JamesJames LavadourLavadour has painted craggy, flame-struck hills and plains, more
like the landscapes of a soul's hidden journey than any particular place. His recent crop of paintings,
"New Camp," marks a shift into terrain that's been sculpted by human hands. It's a strong show, a
breakthrough for the artist, with work that's more graphic and formal, even geometric, than in the
past. Planes of LavadourLavadour's hallmark colors shimmer like fata morgana and still reveal at times the
haze of faraway fire.

Most of LavadourLavadour's paintings in "New Camp" lead us somewhere else. You see it in the tension of
the images — sprouting with the seeds of architecture — and hear it in their titles: "Before Horses,
Bridge," "Silver Gate," "Position." T he transition is from pure landscape to discovering the human
place in it, and LavadourLavadour suggests that whatever shelter we contrive in the natural world is a
tenuous, temporary thing.

He shows us just the bones of structures and leaves us wondering: Are the outlines of "Rambler"
and "Blue House" or "New Camp" the beginning of construction or all that's left after seasons of
decay? LavadourLavadour's buildings, like his landscapes, live in the imagination. He never gives us a
concrete world. T he work is reminiscent of early 19th-century British painter J.M.W. T urner, whose
sketchy atmospheric paintings presaged impressionism, melding water and sky in a froth of golden
light.

T hat kind of vaporous light subdues the crags of the Blue Mountains of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation in Northeastern Oregon, where LavadourLavadour lives. Born in 1951, he taught himself to
paint as a young man, using food color and odd materials. Over the past several decades,
LavadourLavadour has progressed as a technician, from work that, in the 1980s, could seem stuck in a
limited palette similar to late Kenneth Callahan, endlessly replaying the same themes, to a
remarkably nuanced and sophisticated style.

His images are lusciously seductive, the oil on panel surfaces skin-smooth, with the mottled
erosion of the rocky cliffs depicted there creating a tactile counterpoint. LavadourLavadour has developed
a deft and distinctive way with color, his characteristic flame-reds and yellows now invigorated by
the shock of celadon green or snowy blue. Most of the paintings are modest in size, 24 by 30
inches on unframed wooden panels, but as in past exhibits, LavadourLavadour has included some larger
multi-panel pieces, notably the dominating nine-part work, "Position." T he group of images reads
like the story of a place, told from multiple viewpoints, over varying seasons, in all kinds of weather.

One particular standout of the show is the aptly named "China Bridge," like nothing else we have
seen from this artist. Painted in oil on panel, it has the feel of a sumi watercolor, with calligraphic
jagged hills, sketchy pine groves and washes of fluid color. T he composition is disorienting, with
light coming from some mysterious source. T he foreground is dark, the background cliffs light-
struck and the sky behind them dawn-bright. Behind the dark ridges in the foreground, a typical
LavadourLavadour smolder of orange flame ignites.



Sheila Farr: sfarr@seattletimes.com

Exhibit review JamesJames LavadourLavadour "New Camp," 11 a.m.-5 p.m. T uesdays-Saturdays through Sept.
27, Grover/T hurston Gallery, 309 Occidental Ave. S., Seattle (206-223-0816 or
www.groverthurston.com).
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